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Abstract: Unlike most of the existing neural network-based fall detection methods, which only detect
fall at the time range, the algorithm proposed in this paper detect fall in both spatial and temporal
dimension. A movement tube detection network integrating 3D CNN and object detection framework
such as SSD is proposed to detect human fall with constrained movement tubes. The constrained
movement tube, which encapsulates the person with a sequence of bounding boxes, has the merits of
encapsulating the person closely and avoiding peripheral interference. A 3D convolutional neural
network is used to encode the motion and appearance features of a video clip, which are fed into
the tube anchors generation layer, softmax classification, and movement tube regression layer. The
movement tube regression layer fine tunes the tube anchors to the constrained movement tubes. A
large-scale spatio-temporal (LSST) fall dataset is constructed using self-collected data to evaluate the
fall detection in both spatial and temporal dimensions. LSST has three characteristics of large scale,
annotation, and posture and viewpoint diversities. Furthermore, the comparative experiments on a
public dataset demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieved sensitivity, specificity an accuracy
of 100%, 97.04%, and 97.23%, respectively, outperforms the existing methods.

Keywords: human fall detection; movement tube detection network; spatial and temporal dimen-
sions; self-collected large-scale fall detection dataset

1. Introduction

Fall is becoming an increasingly important cause of injury and even death among the
elderly people. With the increase of age, various physiological functions of the human
body are deteriorating seriously, and accidents such as falls can easily occur. According
to the report of [1,2], with the rapid growth of the aging society, falling injuries have
become one of the leading causes of accidental death. According to WHO (world health
organization) [3], approximately 28–35% of people aged 65 and over fall two to three
times each year, and 32–42% of those aged 70 and over fall five to seven times each year.
Therefore, the emergence of automatic fall detection technology plays a positive role in
protecting the health of the elderly. In this paper, deep learning technology is explored to
detect human fall in surveillance videos.

In recent years, deep neural networks have gained huge success in image classification,
object detection [4–6], and action recognition [7–10]. An SSD (single shot detector) [5]
proposes discretized default boxes to detect objects. In reference [8], an SSD is adopted to
predicate the action class-specific confidence scores and bounding boxes at a frame level,
then an online Viterbi algorithm is used to generate the action tube in spatial and temporal
dimensions incrementally. In order to overcome the disadvantage that the temporal
dynamic cannot be effectively expressed by a frame-level-based detection algorithm, in
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reference [9], the authors stack a sequence of spatial convolution features from an SSD,
then the sequence of spatial features are fed into regression and classification layers.

Inspired by [5,8,9], in this paper, a 2D object detection framework such as the SSD is
extended to the movement tube detection network for human fall in both spatial and tem-
poral dimensions simultaneously. Instead of processing appearance and motion features
separately, such as in references [8–10], a 3D convolutional neural network is exploited to
encode the spatial features and temporal features of the human fall process.

A deep neural network has a great number of parameters that may lead model over-
fitting if there is lack of a large number of training data. Large-scale datasets exist in the
field of human action recognition, for example, the UCF101 [11] dataset for human action
recognition. There are 101 human action categories and 13,320 videos in UCF101 dataset.
However, in the field of fall detection, there is no large-scale dataset. In order to meet the
needs of large data, in this work, the collected fall dataset has 928 videos, each of which
contains a fall process. The videos last from 6 s frames to 56 s and a 24-fps sampling rate
with 1024 × 680 resolution. Besides, the person in the process of falling is annotated with
bounding boxes. Thus, the dataset is called a large-scale spatio-temporal fall detection
dataset, in short, a LSST fall detection dataset. In a LSST dataset, ten persons of different
shapes in different colors and texture clothes fall in a variety of relative postures and
distances between the human fall and the camera. The LSST fall detection dataset aims to
provide a data benchmark in the field of vision-based human fall detection in both spatial
and temporal dimensions. The collected dataset is the first dataset which contains a large
scale of videos annotating with bounding boxes in the field of human fall detection.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.

1. A movement tube detection network is proposed to detect a human fall in both spatial
and temporal dimensions simultaneously. Specifically, a 3D convolutional neural
network integrating into tube anchors generation layer, a softmax classification layer,
and a movement tube regression layer form the movement tube detection network for
a human fall. Tested on an Le2i fall detection dataset with 3DIOU-0.25 and 3DIOU-0.5,
the proposed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art fall detection methods.

2. To reduce the impact of irrelevant information in the process of a human fall, the
constrained movement tube is used to encapsulate the person closely. The movement
tube detection tube network can detect fall even in the case of interpersonal inference
and partial occlusion because the constrained movement tube avoids peripheral
interference.

3. A large-scale spatio-temporal (denoted as LSST) fall detection dataset is collected.
The dataset has the following three main characteristics: large scale, annotation, and
posture and viewpoint diversities. The LSST fall dataset considers the diversities of
the postures of human fall process and the diversities of the relative postures and the
distances between the human fall and the camera. The LSST fall detection dataset
aims to provide a data benchmark to encourage further research into human fall
detection in both spatial and temporal dimensions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work in the fall detection field. Section 3 shows the overview of the proposed method.
Section 4 explains the movement tube detection network. Section 5 discusses the post-
processing and evaluation metrics. Section 6 describes the details of the collected LSST fall
dataset. Section 7 illustrates the experiments, followed by Section 8 offering conclusions
and future work.

2. Related Work

From the perspective of data acquisition equipment, human fall detection can be
categorized into the following three major types [12–14]: (i) wearable sensor-based; (ii) am-
bience sensor-based; and (iii) vision-based. In a wearable sensor-based fall detection system,
various wearable sensors including accelerometers and smart phones are attached to the hu-
man body to collect related data [15–17]. Although wearable sensors collect accurate data,
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they are intrusive, which makes many older people dislike or forget to wear them. In an
ambience sensor-based method, vibration sensors are installed on the floor of the elderlies’
active regions. Without wearing sensors on the elderlies’ body, the ambience sensor-based
method suffers from environmental noise and usually has many false alarms [18]. Com-
pared to the wearable sensor-based and ambience sensing-based method, the video-based
fall detection methods do not require wearing or installing expensive equipment.

In recent years, with the continuous improvement of video intelligent analysis, vision-
based automatic fall detection is being paid more and more attention [19–21]. Apparently,
this kind of method is an economical solution to monitor whether anyone has fallen in gen-
eral public environments. In references [19,22,23], vision-based fall detection technologies
generally follow three steps. Firstly, background subtraction is applied to segment a human
object from the background. Secondly, the morphological and motion characteristics of
foreground targets are analyzed to extract low level hand-crafted features such as aspect
ratio [19], ellipse orientation [22], and so forth. Thirdly, the hand-crafted features are fed
into a classifier to judge whether anyone has fallen. In [19], the authors propose a nor-
malized shape aspect ratio to rectify the change of the shape aspect ratio which is caused
by relative postures and distance between the human body and the camera. The effect of
background subtraction is very susceptible to light and shadow. A deep neural network is
a promising method to process the difficulties brought about by inherent defects of back-
ground subtraction and hand-crafted features. In image classification and object detection
tasks [4,5,24–26], the experiment results show that deep learning technics have a superior
performance to hand-crafted features. In reference [26], a very deep convolution neural
network achieves top-1 test set error rates of 37.5 during the ILSVRC-2010 competitions,
which is 8.2 percent lower than that of the method where linear SVMs are trained on Fisher
Vectors (FVs) computed from two types of densely sampled features [27]. Recently, learning
features directly from raw observations using deep architectures shows great promise in
human action recognition. In the past years, human action recognition methods based on
deep neural networks can be divided into three categories: (i) two stream architectures;
(ii) LSTM-based; and (iii) 3D convolution networks. In reference [28], an individual frame
appearance ConvNet and a multi-frame dense optical flow ConvNet are fused together
to gain final classification scores. The two-stream architecture has the disadvantage of
not being able to unify the appearance and motion information in a unified model. In
reference [29], long term recurrent convolutional networks are proposed to model complex
temporal dynamics. Compared with traditional CNN, the ConvLSTM [30] explores long
range temporal structures as well as spatial structures. In reference [31], Tran et al. state
that 3D ConvNet are more suitable for spatiotemporal feature learning compared to two
stream 2D ConvNet. 3D convolutional neural networks can extract not only spatial features
but also temporal features, thereby capturing the motion information in multiple adjacent
frames. In references [7,31], 3D convolutional neural networks are proposed to incorporate
both appearance and motion features in a unified end-to-end network.

Inspired by the breakthroughs of object detection and human action recognition
via deep learning technology, researchers have begun to use deep neural networks to
detect human falls. In reference [32], skeleton data and segmentation data of the human
are extracted by a proposed human pose estimation and segmentation module with the
weights pre-trained on a MS COCO Key points dataset, which is then fed into a CNN model
with modality-specific layers which is trained on synthetic skeleton data and segmentation
data generated in a virtual environment. In reference [33], the authors encode the motion
information of the trimmed video clip in dynamic images, which compress a video to
a fixed length vector which can be inverted to a RGB image. Then, the VGG-16-based
ConvNet takes dynamic image as input and outputs the scores of four phases: standing,
falling, fallen, and not moving. In reference [34], a three-stream Convolutional Neural
Network is used to model the spatio-temporal representations in videos. The inputs to the
three-stream Convolutional Neural Network are silhouettes, motion history images, and
dynamic images. In reference [21], in order to detect human fall, a neural network which
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is trained by a three-step phase takes optical flow images as input. Although it is simple,
this method does not consider the appearance of the human body. In reference [35], the fall
detection is divided into two training stages, which are 3D CNN and LSTM-based attention
networks. Firstly, a 3D convolutional neural network is trained to extract motion features
from temporal sequences. Then, the extracted C3D features are fed into an LSTM-based
attention network. In references [21,33–35], the proposed models detect fall at frame level,
therefore, can only detect fall only in the temporal dimension. In essence, the four methods
refs. [21,33–35] mentioned above do not model both spatial and temporal representations
in a unified trainable deep neural network.

3. The Overview of Proposed Method

Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed method. The model consists of six
components: 3D ConvNet, Spatial Pyramid, tube anchors generation layer, matching and
hard negative mining, loss layer and output layer.
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A 3D ConvNet takes a sequence of successive RGB frames as input to output the 3D
convolutional features. For the convenience of calculation, a reshape layer reshapes the
features from 3D to 2D after the 3D ConvNet pools the size of the temporal dimension to 1.

The Spatial Pyramid layer generates a multi-scale feature pyramid so that the model
can detect a multi-scale fall. Specifically, the multi-scale features are fed into the tube
anchors generation layer, softmax classification layer, and movement tube regression layer.

In the tube anchors generation layer, the box anchors are extended to tube anchors,
which are stacked by the fixed length sequence of successive default boxes with different
width, different height. The 3D tube anchors generation process is similar to the box
anchors generation process of an object detection framework.

The matching and negative mining component is used at the training stage. The
matching process finds tube anchors matching the ground truth according to the mean
Intersection-over-Union (IOU) between them. Negative mining collects negative examples
which match the ground truth and have a large loss to form a set of hard negative examples.
In this paper, the ratio of positive to negative examples is 1:3. The matched positive
examples and hard negative examples are taken as input to the loss function which consists
of class loss and location loss. Then the losses propagate back to the anchors corresponding
to examples.

At the training stage, the loss layer consists of softmax classification loss and move-
ment tube regression loss. The cross-entropy loss is used to measure the difference between
the ground truth and predicated classification at the softmax classification loss layer. At the
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movement tube regression loss layer, the Smooth L1 loss is used to measure the difference
between the ground truth constrained movement tube and the regressed movement tube.

The output layer, which is used at the inference stage, consists of the softmax classifi-
cation layer and movement tube regression layer. The softmax classification layer outputs
bi-classification probabilities of fall and no fall for each tube anchor. The movement tube
regression layer is to regress the tube anchors to the constrained movement tubes, which
closely encapsulate the person. The shape of bounding boxes in the constrained movement
tube changes over time in the process of a fall. The constrained movement tube, avoiding
peripheral interference, enables the proposed algorithm to detect a fall even in the case of
partial occlusion. By extending the box anchor to the tube anchor and the box regression
to the movement tube regression, the movement tube detection network taking appear-
ance and motion features as input can detect multiple falls in both spatial and temporal
dimensions simultaneously in a unified form.

4. The Movement Tube Detection Network

This section describes the movement tube detection neural network. Section 4.1
describes the concept of constrained movement tube. Section 4.2 describes the structure
of the proposed neural network. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 addresses the loss function and data
augmentation respectively.

4.1. Constrained Movement Tube

As depicted in Figure 2a, when a person falls, the shape aspect ratio of the bounding
box encapsulating the person changes dramatically, which is quite different from the small
changes when the person walks normally. Aside from the aspect ratio, the center point of
the bounding box moves frame by frame in the process of fall.
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In Figure 2b, the first column, second column, and third column are the first frame,
eighth frame, and sixteenth frame of the falling process, respectively. Row A: the bounding
boxes do not contain the person in Frame 16. Row B: the bounding boxes contain too
much irrelevant information in Frame 16. Row C: the bounding boxes just encapsulate
the fall person in the whole fall process. Figure 2b shows three manners of annotating the
person with bounding boxes during fall. Manner A is depicted by Row A, in which the
bounding boxes do not fully encapsulate the fall person in Frame 16 at the later stage of
the falling process. Manner B is depicted by Row B, in which the bounding boxes contain
too much irrelevant information in Frame 16. Manner C is depicted by Row C, in which
the bounding boxes just encapsulate the fall person in the whole fall process. In manner
C, the bounding boxes encapsulating the fall person changes over time. The sequence of
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successive bounding boxes in manner C is called a well constrained movement tube. The
well constrained movement tube has the merits of encapsulating the person closely and
avoiding peripheral interference. In this paper, a well constrained movement tube is used
as ground truth to train the movement tube detection network.

4.2. The Structure of the Proposed Neural Network

The movement tube detection network consists of three components: 3D ConvNet, a
tube anchors generation layer, and an output layer.

The human fall detection is benefitted from the appearance and motion information
encoded in 3D ConvNet. The 3D ConvNet model takes as input a successive sequence
of RGB frames. In 3D convolution, the features are computed by applying the 3D filter
kernels over input in both a spatial and temporal dimension. 3D convolution is expressed
by following Equation (1):

vxyz
ij = tanh(bij +

M−1

∑
m=0

R−1

∑
r=0

Q−1

∑
q=0

P−1

∑
p=0

wpqr
ijmv(z+r)(x+p)(y+q)

(i−1)m ) (1)

The size of 3D kernel is P × Q × R. wpqr
ijm is the (p,q,r)-th weight of the 3D kernel

connected to the m-th feature map of (i-1)-th layer. vxyz
ij is the value at position (x,y,z) on

the j-th feature map of the i-th layer. bij is the bias of the j-th feature map of i-th layer. Tanh
is the non-linear activation function.

In this paper, the size of all 3D convolutional kernels is 3 × 3 × 3 with stride 1 × 1 × 1
in both spatial and temporal dimensions. Max pooling is used in all 3D pooling. The
format of 3D pooling is d × k × k, in which d is denoted as the temporal kernel size
and k is denoted as the spatial kernel size. Table 1 depicts the details of the 3D ConvNet
architectures. The input to the 3D ConvNet is a successive sequence of 16 frames. There
are five 3D convolutional layers and four 3D pooling layers. In Table 1, the first row shows
the layer names of the proposed architectures. The second row shows the stride of the 3D
convolution and 3D pool. The third row shows the size of the feature map. The fourth and
the fifth row show the temporal size and spatial size respectively.

Table 1. The 3D ConvNet used in the proposed model. All convolution layers and pooling layers are three-dimensional. All
3D convolution kernels are 3 × 3 × 3 with stride 1 in both spatial and temporal dimensions. F-size, T-size, and S-size are
short for feature size, temporal size, and spatial size, respectively.

Name Input Conv1a Pool1 Conv2a Pool2 Conv3a Pool3 Conv4a Conv4b Pool4

Stride - 1 × 1 × 1 2 × 1 × 1 1 × 1 × 1 2 × 2 × 2 1 × 1 × 1 2 × 2 × 2 1 × 1 × 1 1 × 1 × 1 2 × 1 × 1
F-size 3 64 64 128 128 256 256 512 512 512
T-size 16 16 8 8 4 4 2 2 2 1
S-size 300 × 300 300 × 300 300 × 300 300 × 300 150 × 150 150 × 150 75 × 75 75 × 75 75 × 75 38 × 38

3D ConvNet pools the size of the temporal dimension to 1. To integrate with the rest
part of the movement tube detection network, the reshape layer reshapes the 3D features
into 2D form. In this paper, SSD, which is one of the most widely used neural networks for
object detection, is used to illustrate the tube anchors generation layer and the structure
of the movement tube detection network. Figure 3 shows the structure of the proposed
network when using SSD as the detection framework which is easily replaced by other
object detection networks such as YOLO. The tube anchors generation layer is related to the
specific object detection framework. As depicted in Figure 3, in multi-scale pyramid layers,
the yellow cuboids represent pooling layers, the other cuboids represent convolution layers.
The format of numbers on the cuboids and rectangles are the number of feature maps,
height, width, kernel size, and stride of the corresponding layer. The six rectangles in the
lower right corner correspond to the last six layers. The sizes of the six different scale
feature maps are 38 × 38, 19 × 19, 10 × 10, 5 × 5, 3 × 3, and 1 × 1. For each location,
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the number of tube anchors of the six different scale feature maps are 4, 6, 6, 6, 4, and 4,
respectively. The tube anchors with different aspect ratios, which are evenly distributed in
the spatial position of the feature map, enable the algorithm to detect the fall in both spatial
and temporal dimension simultaneously. The tube anchor is stacked by 16 successive
default boxes that are the same as the default boxes of SSD.
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At the training stage, a matching process and hard-negative mining are used to find
the positive and negative tube anchors, respectively, which are used to compute the losses.
If the mean IOU between the ground truth tube and the default tube anchor is greater
than a threshold, the default tube anchor is considered as the positive example. The
hard-negative mining considers the top k tubes with maximum classification loss as the
negative examples. Then, the softmax classification losses and movement tube regression
losses of the positive and negative examples are computed and back propagated to the
corresponding anchors.

At the inference stage, the output layer consists of a softmax layer and a movement
tube regression layer. The softmax layer is adapted to output two confidence scores which
predicate if the action is a human fall and the movement tube regression layer is adapted to
output a constrained movement tube for each tube anchor. The number of the confidence
score is 2: fall or no fall. The constrained movement tube consists of 16 bounding boxes.
Each bounding box has 4 parameters: (x coordinate of center, y coordinate of center, height
and width). The output of the regression layer has (4 × 16) 64 parameters. The movement
detection tube network is a spatio-temporal network which is capable of detecting a human
fall at both spatial and temporal dimensions.

4.3. Loss Function

The objective of the movement tube detection network for human fall detection is to
detect the fall in both spatial and temporal dimensions. The network has two sibling output
layers. The first outputs bi-classification probabilities of no fall or fall, which are computed
by a softmax layer for each tube anchor. The second outputs constrained movement
tube. The loss function consists of classification loss and location loss, corresponding to
classification and regression inconsistency, respectively. For each tube anchor, the loss is
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the weighted sum of classification loss (cls) and the location loss (loc). The loss function is
defined by Equation (2):

L(p, u, B, V) = Lcls(p, u) + λ[u = 1]Lloc(B, V) (2)

in which λ is a weighted parameter, and indicator function [u = 1] evaluates to 1 when
u = 1 and 0 otherwise. The classification loss is defined by Equation (3):

Lcls(p, u) = −u log p− (1− u) log(1− p)) (3)

The classification loss Lcls(p, u) is the cross-entropy loss function. p is the probability
of fall output by softmax layer. Lloc(B, V) is location loss function which measures the
matching degree between constrained movement tubes B and the ground truth tubes v.
When u = 0, it is the background at the tube anchor, hence the location loss is zero. When
u = 1, the location loss function for the default anchor is the Smooth L1 [36] loss defined
by Equations (4) and (5):

Lloc(B, V) =
1
K

K

∑
k=1

∑
i={x,y,w,h}

SmoothL1(b̂k
i − v̂k

i )) (4)

in which SmoothL1 loss is defined by Equation (5):

SmoothL1(x) =

{
0.5x2 i f |x| < 1
|x| − 0.5 otherwise

(5)

For each tube anchor, the regressive constrained movement tube can be represented
by B =

{
bk
∣∣∣ k = (1 . . . 16) and bk =

(
bk

x, bk
y, bk

w, bk
h

)}
. The ground truth constrained

movement tube is V =
{

vk
∣∣∣ k = (1 . . . 16) and vk =

(
vk

x, vk
y, vk

w, vk
h

)}
. bk

x, bk
y, bk

w, bk
h and

vk
x, vk

y, vk
w, vk

h are the center, width and height of the regressive constrained movement tube
and ground truth tube for the k-th frame respectively. b̂k and v̂k are four parameterized
coordinates of the regressive constrained movement tube and ground truth tube for the
k-th frame respectively. The method of parameterization is computed according to the
method in the paper [4].

The final loss is the arithmetical mean of the losses of all tube anchors of all training
samples. The final loss is defined by Equation (6):

L =
1
N

1
D

N

∑
j=1

D

∑
i=1

Lij
(p, u, B,v) (6)

in which N is the batch size, D is the number of tube anchors.

4.4. Data Augmentation

The data is augmented in three dimensions: illumination, spatial, and temporal. Photo-
metric distortions are applied to adjust the model to adapt to illumination changes. At
the spatial dimension, each original image is horizontally flipped, scaled, and cropped
according to the sample way shown in reference [5]. Then, each sampled patch is resized to
fixed resolution (300× 300). At the temporal dimension, the videos are segmented into two
parts: the sequences of frames with fall and the sequences of frames without fall. The fall
process lasts for about one second, and most surveillance cameras have a frame rate of 24 or
25 frames, so we assume the fall process lasts about 30 frames. When the frame rate of the
camera increases, we can take frames at intervals so that the fall process also lasts 30 frames.
The model takes 16 successive frames as input. The fall clips are obtained by sliding the
window from left to right through the fall process. There are 15 fall clips consisting of
sequences of 16 frames after augmentation at the temporal dimension for each fall process.
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All sequences without fall are called non-fall clips. In a video, the number of non-fall clips
are much larger than that of fall clips. In order to balance fall clips and non-fall clips, all fall
clips are used and non-fall clips are randomly sampled when training the model. The effect
of the ratio of fall clips and non-fall clips on the results will be discussed in the Section 7.2.

5. Post-Processing and Evaluation Metrics
5.1. Post-Processing

When the confidence score of the tube anchor is beyond a threshold, the responding
regressive constrained movement tube is thought to be part of human fall process. Then,
non-maximum suppression (NMS) [37] is performed on all constrained movement tubes
to filter out most repetitive tubes. At the inference time, the model runs every 8 frames
through the videos with 16 frames as input, thus there are 8 frames overlapped between
two adjacent regressive movement tubes. After NMS, the adjacent overlapped movement
tubes are liked to form the complete constrained movement tubes of the human fall process.
The adjacent movement tube linking algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The idea
behind the algorithm is that the adjacent pair of movement tubes should be linked together
when the 3DIOU between them is beyond a threshold and the maximum of all pairs of
adjacent movement tubes.

Algorithm 1. The adjacent movement tube linking algorithm.

1: Input: {Bij, i = 1, 9, · · · , 8 ∗
[

L−16
8

]
+ 1; j = 1, 2, · · ·Ni}, in which Bij =

{
bk , k = (1, 2 . . . 16)

}
is the j-th

sequence of movement tubes of the i-th frame of video. L is the length of video. Ni is all sequences of
movement tubes of the i-th frame.
2: Output: Tube_list // The output Tube_list is a list of the complete constrained movement tubes.
3: List<List> CTs //CTs are current unfinished tubes.
4: for (i = 1; i <= 8 ∗ [(L− 16)/8] + 1; i++)
5: for (j = 1; j <= Ni ; j++)
6: Compute 3DIOU between Bij and current all unfinished CTs;
7: Search the pair <Bij, CT> corresponding to the max IOU.;
8: If the max 3DIOU is beyond a threshold
9: B is added to CT;
10: Else;
11: CT is added to the complete movement tube list Tube_list;
12: B is a new unfinished tube, add B to CTs;
13: return Tube_list;

5.2. Evaluation Metrics

The performance of the algorithm is evaluated at frame level and slot level. At frame
level, drawing lessons from the evaluation of 2D object detection, the mAP is used in the
performance of the proposed fall detection algorithm in the spatial dimension. In the field
of object detection, Intersection-over-Union (IOU) is often used to measure the overlapping
degree between the predicted bounding box and ground truth bounding box. The IOU is
defined by Equation (7):

IOU =
area(b ∩ v)
area(b ∪ v)

(7)

in which area(b ∩ v) represents the areas of the intersection of bounding box b and bounding
box v. area(b ∪ v) represents the area of the union of bounding box b and bounding box v.

At the slot level, the video is divided into slots by which the number of true positives
(TP), false negatives (FN), true negatives (TN), and false positives (FP) are counted. Refer-
ring to the Intersection-over-Union (IOU) of 2D object detection, 3DIOU is used to judge
the overlapping degree between two tubes. 3DIOU is defined by Equation (8):

3DIOU =
|OV|

max(eg, ep)−min(sg, sp) ∑
sp<i<ep and sg<j<eg

area
(
ti ∩ vj)

area
(
ti ∪ vj

) (8)
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T =
{

tk, k = (sp, sp + 1, . . . ep)
}

where tk =
(

tk
x, tk

y, tk
w, tk

h

)
is the complete con-

strained movement tube of human fall process. V =
{

vk, k = (sg, sg + 1, . . . eg)
}

where

vk =
(

vk
x, vk

y, vk
w, vk

h

)
is ground-true tube. sp, ep, and sg, eg are start and end frame number

of predicated movement tubes and ground truth movement tubes of human fall process
respectively. The overlap of T and V is OV =

{(
ti, vj)| sp < i < ep and sg < j < eg}. |OV|

is size of set OV.
Sensitivity and specificity are two widely used metrics by the existing algorithm for

fall detection. Sensitivity, also known as the true positive rate, is the probability of falls
being correctly detected. Specificity, also known as the true negative rate is the probability
of no falls being correctly detected. Ideally, both high sensitivity and high specificity are
expected, but in fact, a balance between sensitivity and specificity need to be found. The
choice of the balance point can be based on the receiver operation characteristic (ROC)
curve discussed in Section 7.2. In the case of fall detection as an abnormal action, higher
sensitivity is preferred to specificity. The sensitivity, specificity, FAR, and accuracy are
defined by Equations (9)–(12), respectively:

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
(9)

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(10)

FAR = 1− Specificity (11)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(12)

in which FAR is false alarm rate. TP, FN, TN, and FN are short for true positive, false
negative, true negative and false negative. Besides, for convenience of comparison with
other existing fall detection methods, accuracy is also computed.

6. Dataset

This section describes the Le2i fall detection dataset, multiple cameras fall dataset
(Multicams), and the proposed large-scale spatio-temporal fall dataset.

6.1. Existing Fall Detection Datasets

In the field of video-based fall detection, the existing fall detection datasets often
used by researchers to evaluate the performance of the fall detection algorithms are Le2i
dataset [38] and Multicams dataset [39].

In reference [38], Charfi I et al. introduce a realistic Le2i fall detection dataset contain-
ing 191 videos captured from four different sceneries: ‘Home’, ‘Coffee room’, ‘Office’, and
‘Lecture room’. The length of videos lasts 30 s–4 min. The Le2i dataset have 130 videos
annotated with bounding boxes, 118 of which contain falls. The frame rate is 25 fps and
the resolution are 320 × 240 pixels. In reference [39], eight IP cameras are evenly arranged
on the ceiling inside the room to shoot the videos simultaneously. The Multicams dataset
contains 24 scenarios recorded with 8 IP video cameras, so the total number of videos is
192, each of which lasts 10–45 s. There are 184 videos containing falls. The frame rate is
120 fps, and the resolution is 720 × 480 pixels. The Multicams dataset lacks annotation
information indicating the ground truth of the fall position at the frame level. Because the
Multicams dataset is not annotated with bounding boxes, the Multicams dataset is not
suitable for the spatial and temporal fall detection algorithm proposed in this paper.

6.2. LSST

When lacking a public large scale fall dataset, it is difficult to train modern neural
networks with substantial parameters. Both Le2i and Multicams datasets are relatively
small scale if used to train deep neural networks which need to consume substantial data.
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The collected LSST fall detection dataset is a large-scale spatial-temporal fall detection
dataset which is abbreviated as the LSST fall detection dataset. The dataset contains
928 videos with a duration from 140 frames to 1340 frames each. One fall occurs in a single
video. The resolution of the video is 1024 × 680 pixels at a sampling rate of 24 fps. As
depicted in Figure 4, four Hikvision cameras are placed at about 3 m at four corners in
the room, the lenses are toward the middle of the room at an angle of 45 degrees with
the vertical line. The purpose of using four cameras to record video is to capture more
fall instances and to capture the fall process from different perspectives to increase the
richness of the LSST fall dataset. In this case, the LSST fall dataset has three characteristics
of large scale, annotation, posture, and viewpoint diversities. The videos are captured in
two different illumination environments in which one is sunny, and the other is cloudy in a
room with open widows. Different orientations of each camera results in different exposure,
so the videos have eight different intensities of illumination. There are a lot of different
objects in the scene, such as: cartons, blackboard, computers, tables and chairs, and so on.
The actors fall on the yellow foam mattress of 3 × 5 m. There are ten actors involved in
the collected videos. The ten actors wear different colors and styles of clothes, and their
body shapes are different. Each actor falls from 17 to 30. The actors fall at various postures,
such as: forward fall, backward fall, fast fall, slow fall and so on. The dataset simulates
the diversities of the relative postures and the distances between the human fall and the
camera; thus, it increases the difficulties of the fall detection algorithm. Meanwhile, the
persons are annotated with bounding boxes. The LSST fall detection dataset can be used to
evaluate the algorithms which detect fall in spatial dimension and temporal dimension.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed fall dataset is the largest in terms of scale and
resolution so far. The LSST fall detection dataset is split into a training set and test set.
Eight actors are assigned to the training set, and the other two actors are assigned to the
test set. The ratio of training set to test set is 8:2.
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(e) shows the space size of the scence and the layout of cameras in the scence.

Table 2 shows the number of falls, the number of total frames, the number of fall
frames, and the number of no fall frames in Le2i, Multicams, and LSST fall dataset. By
comparison, the LSST dataset is much larger than the Le2i dataset and the Multicams
datasets in terms of scale and resolution, furthermore, the persons in LSST are annotated
with bounding boxes. When the two datasets are used to train the proposed network
respectively, the algorithm demonstrates a better performance on the LSST dataset than
the Le2i.

Table 2. The statistics of Le2i, Multicams, and large-scale spatio-temporal (LSST) dataset: number of
falls, total frames, number of fall frames, and number of no fall frames. The notation # means that
only the video-annotated bounding boxes are counted.

Dataset Falls/# Total Frames/# Fall Frames/# No Fall
Frames/#

Le2i 192/118 108,476/29,237 3825/3540 104,651/25,697
Multicams 184/0 261,137/0 7880/0 253,257/0

LSST 928/928 331,755/331,755 27,840/27,840 303,915/303,915
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7. Experiments and Discussion

The experiments are implemented on Inter(R) Xeon(R) E-2136 CPU @ 3.30GHz (Intel,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) with NVIDIA P5000 GPU (NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The
proposed network is implemented on Lei2 dataset and LSST dataset.

7.1. Implementation Details

This section discusses the implementation details and hyper-parameters. Mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is used to optimize the loss function defined by Equa-
tion (5). The mini-batch size is equal to 8. When the number of iterations is equal to
40,000, the loss function tends to be stable. AN L2 regularization is used to constrain the
weights to a smaller value and reduce the problem of model over-fitting. The learning
rate is decreased by step policy so that the update step of model weights became smaller
and more subtle in the later stage of learning. The algorithm is implemented with CAFFE
(Convolutional Architecture) for Fast Feature Embedding [40]. The hyper-parameter values
are listed in the Table 3.

Table 3. The hyper-parameter values used in the mini-batch SGD.

Minibatch Size Type Base_Lr Max_Iter Lr_Policy Stepsize Gamma Momentum Weight_Decay

8 SGD 0.000005 40,000 step 10,000 0.1 0.9 0.00005

7.2. Ablation Study

The purpose of ablation studies is to find how the varied factor affects the performance
of the model when other factors are fixed. In this section, three ablation studies are
implemented to evaluate the effects of three factors on the performance of the algorithm.
The three factors are the threshold of 3DIOU, the ratio of fall clips and non-fall clips, and
the size of the dataset. Three ROC curves are used to compare the effect of different
thresholds of 3DIOU, different ratios of fall clips and non-fall clips and different datasets
on the result of fall detection respectively. To draw ROC curves, we compute eight different
sensitivities and specificities at eight thresholds of confidence score which are [0.4, 0.45, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, and 0.9]. In Figure 5, the X-axis and Y-axis are false alarm rate (FAR) and
sensitivity, respectively. In the case of fall detection, the greater the sensitivity, the better
the performance of the algorithm. Under a certain sensitivity, the lower the false alarm rate,
the better the performance of the algorithm. The ablation studies on 3DIOU and positive
negative sampling ratios are tested on LSST dataset.
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3DIOU is a metric for measuring the accuracy of result of the spatial-temporal fall
location. This metric is used to measure the overlap degree between reality and prediction.
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The higher the overlap degree, the higher the value. A detection is considered correct if
its 3DIOU with the ground-truth bounding boxes is beyond a threshold δ. In this paper,
the sensitivity and specificity at threshold δ = [0.25, 0.5] are computed. In Figure 5a, the
green curve and yellow curve correspond to the ROC curves with δ = [0.25] and δ = [0.5],
respectively. It shows that the false alarm rate of δ = [0.25] is lower than that of δ = [0.5]
when the sensitivity is equal. On THUMOS15, in the temporal action detection task, if
the temporal IOU is larger than 0.5, the detection is correct. In the fall detection task, the
system not only outputs the location of the fall, but also the start and end time of the fall. A
smaller δ = [0.25] as threshold of 3DIOU is used in other experiments of this paper.

The input clip consists of 16 successive frames. In a video, the number of non-fall clips
is much greater than that of fall clips. In the training stage, non-fall clips are randomly
sampled so as to balance the number of fall clips and non-fall clips. The clip in in human
fall instance is a positive clip, otherwise it is a negative clip. The training results are greatly
influenced by the ratio of positive clip and negative clips. In Figure 5b, the green curve
and yellow curve correspond to the ROC curves with of 1:3 and 4:1 of positive clip and
negative clip ratio, respectively. The green ROC curve is on the left of the yellow ROC
curve. Comparing the negative clips with the positive clips, the model generates more false
alarms when the positive clips are more than the negative clips. Figure 5b shows that the
performance of the model trained with a ratio of 1:3 of positive clips to negative clips, this
model is superior to the performance of the model trained with a ratio of 4:1 of positive
clips to negative clips.

The third ablation study is to compare the performance of the model which is trained
by LSST and Le2i respectively. The larger the amount of the dataset, the more effective it
is to prevent the over-fitting of a deep neural network with huge numbers of parameters.
In Figure 5c, the green curve and yellow curve correspond to the ROC curves with LSST
and Le2i, respectively. The green ROC curve is above the green ROC curve between the
two intersections of two curves. Compared with the green ROC curve, the sensitivity of
green ROC curve achieves 100% quickly. Figure 5c demonstrates that the performance of
the model trained by LSST is more effective than that of the model trained by Le2i.

7.3. Comparison to the State of the Art

In this section, the proposed fall detection method is compared with other state-of-the-
art vision-based fall detection methods on Le2i. In the field of vision-based fall detection,
sensitivity and specificity are widely used as evaluation metrics by researchers [20–23,32,33].
In addition, accuracy is also one of the evaluation metrics in some papers [21–23]. For a
fair comparison, the proposed method is compared with the papers [21,23,32,33], in which
the Le2i fall dataset is used to test the performance of the algorithms.

Table 4 describes the comparison of the performance of fall detection methods on Le2i.
According to Equations (9)–(12), sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy are determined by
the number of true positive (TP), false negative (FN), true negative (TN), and false positive
(FP). Different measurement methods of TP, FN, TN, and FP lead to different values of
sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy. There are two methods of measurement, one is the
video level at which the number of TP, FN, TN, and FP are counted by whole video, and the
other is the slot level at which the video is divided into slots and the numbers are counted
by slot. Even on the same dataset, it is difficult to make completely fair comparisons of the
results if the evaluating method is different. For example, if false positives are concentrated
in a few videos, the performance of evaluation at the video level will be better than that at
the slot level.
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Table 4. Comparison of the proposed fall detection method with other state-of-the-art fall detection
methods on Le2i.

Method Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy mAP

Núñez-Marcos A [21] 99.00% 97.00% 97.00% -
Zerrouki [23] - - 97.02% -
Asif, U [32] 0.9245 0.9244 - -
Fan Y [33] 100.00% 98.43% - -

The method in this paper 100.00% 97.04% 97.23% 78.94%

In reference [32], the model trained by synthetic data lacks realism, which leads to
low sensitivity and low specificity. In reference [33], Fan Y et al. computed sensitivity and
specificity at the video level, thus, they did not consider the impact of the duration of videos
on the statistical results. In reference [23], the authors reported an accuracy of 97.02%. In
the absence of other metrics, the performance of the algorithm cannot be well measured
by the accuracy. Because the number of falls is much smaller than that of non-falls, even
if there are many missed detections (false negatives), the algorithm can still lead to high
accuracy. In reference [21], the authors evaluated the performance of the fall detection
systems at slot level with 10 frames length. Instead of using 10 frames length slot, in this
paper, the number of TP, FN, TN and FP is counted at slot level with 16 frames length
which is exactly the length of the input to the model in the experiments. The sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy are 100%, 97.04%, and 97.23%, respectively, which is higher than
that of existing state-of-the-art methods [21,23,32]. Besides, the mAP at frame level is only
reported by the proposed method in this paper at the fifth column in Table 4.

7.4. The Result of the Proposed Method

In this section, two experiments are implemented to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. One is on Le2i dataset and LSST dataset. Another is on the scenario
with two persons.

Table 5 describes the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and mAP of the proposed
algorithm on Le2i dataset and LSST dataset at slot level. In the experiments, when the
confidence score is above 0.45, the algorithm achieves best balance between sensitivity and
specificity. We investigate the IOU threshold of σ = [0.25, 0.5] and 3DIOU threshold of
δ = [0.25, 0.5]. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated at frame level and slot level.
At slot level, the performance on LSST dataset is lightly superior to that on Le2i. From
Table 5, when δ = [0.25], sensitivity is 100% on two datasets and FAR is 2.96% and 1.81%
on Le2i dataset and LSST dataset respectively. When δ = [0.5], the performance decreases
on both the Le2i dataset and the LSST dataset. It is worth noting that the sensitivity on
the LSST dataset is 3.58% bigger than that on Le2i with δ = [0.5], this shows that the
performance on the LSST dataset is better than that on the Le2i dataset especially in terms
of temporal dimension. The sensitivity at video level is the same as at slot level. It shows
that the diversity and quantity of LSST have a positive impact on the training performance
of the model.

Table 5. The performance of the proposed algorithm on Lei2 and LSST dataset at slot level.

Dataset Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy mAP Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy mAP

δ = [0.25] σ = [0.25] δ = [0.5] σ = [0.5]
Le2i 100.00% 97.04% 97.23% 78.94% 94.74% 96.30% 95.85% 74.85%
LSST 100.00% 98.18% 98.03% 68.69% 98.32% 98.07% 98.09% 63.10%

In Le2i and LSST fall datasets, there is one fall in each video, so the TN and FP are
zero at video level. At the test stage, at least one fall is detected per video, so the specificity
is 100% at video level. The sensitivity is only related to TP, FN. The TP and FN at video
level equal TP and FN at slot level divided by slot number of fall process respectively. The
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sensitivity and accuracy at video level are the same as at slot level. From this we can see
that the video level sensitivity is not as significant as the frame level sensitivity.

At the frame level, the evaluation does not consider that the length of input to the
model is smaller than the length of fall process and fall detection is more difficult than the
human body detection. The mAP on LSST dataset is 11.36%, 11.25% smaller than that on
Le2i dataset with σ = [0.25], and σ = [0.5] respectively. That is because the resolution
of LSST is 1024 × 680 pixels much bigger than that of Le2i is 320 × 240 pixels. When the
videos resized to 300 × 300, the pixel area of the person in LSST is about 36 × 100, much
smaller than that in Le2i. In reference [5], the authors claim that SSD has much worse
performance on smaller objects than bigger objects.

From Figure 6, the effect of encapsulating the human body with bounding boxes at
the top row is better than that at down low; it indirectly illustrates that the mAP on LSST is
lower than that on Le2i in Table 5. In Figure 6, the first row and the second row describe
four frames of a fall process instance from Le2i dataset and LSST dataset, respectively. In
Figure 6a–d are the first, tenth, twentieth, and thirtieth frame of the fall process. The green
box is the bounding box detected by the proposed model. The red numbers on the green
boxes are the confidence scores averaged by adjacent outputs.
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Figure 6. Two instances of falls correctly detected. The top row comes from Le2i dataset, the down row comes from LSST
dataset. The numbers on the green boxes are the confidence scores averaged by adjacent outputs: (a) The first frame of the
fall process; (b) The tenth frame of the fall process; (c) The twentieth frame of the fall process; (d) The thirtieth frame of the
fall process.

Another experiment is implemented to test the performance of the proposed algorithm
in the case of two persons in the scenario. Four videos are captured in the scenario where
there are two persons. The total length of all videos last 18 min 40 s, 28,000 frames. Figure 7
shows four instances of the human fall process. The first, second and third row are the first,
fifteenth, and thirtieth frame of the fall process. Figure 7a–c are true positive samples. In
Figure 7a, there are two persons fall at the same time. In Figure 7b, a person is partially
occluded by another during the fall process. In Figure 7c, a person falls in front of another.
In Figure 7d, the body of the fall person is largely occluded by another; in this situation,
the fall fails to be detected. The experimental result validates that the proposed algorithm
can deal with the situation of interpersonal inference and interpersonal partial occlusion in
the process of human fall.
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8. Conclusions

A movement tube detection network is proposed to detect multiple falls in both
spatial and temporal dimensions. Compared with those detection networks that encode
appearance and motion features separately, the movement tube detection network inte-
grates the 3D convolution neural network and object detection framework to detect human
fall with a constrained movement tube in a unified neural network. A 3D convolutional
neural network is used to encode the motion and appearance features of a video clip,
which are fed into the tube anchors generation layer, softmax classification, and movement
tube regression layer similar to those of the object detection framework. In this network,
the bounding boxes generation layer and boxes regression layer in the object detection
framework is extended to the tube anchors generation layer and movement tube anchors
generation layer, respectively. The softmax classification layer is adjusted to output bi-
classification probabilities of tube anchors generated by the tube anchors generation layer.
The movement tube regression layer finetunes the tube anchors to constrained movement
tubes closely encapsulating the fall person. The constrained movement tubes enable the
algorithm to deal with the situation of interpersonal inference and interpersonal partial
occlusion. In order to meet the requirement of deep neural network for large amount
of data, a large-scale spatio-temporal fall dataset is constructed using self-collected data.
The dataset has three characteristics: large scale, annotation, and posture and viewpoint
diversities. The persons in the videos are annotated with bounding boxes. The dataset
has diversities in terms of the posture of human fall and the relative position and the
distance between the human body and the camera. The movement tube detection network
is trained on the public Lei2 fall dataset and the proposed LSST fall dataset, respectively.
The experiment results demonstrate the validity of the proposed network in expressing the
intrinsic appearance and motion features of the human fall process.

3D Convolution is time-consuming, the model finds it difficult to meet the real-time
requirements for fall detection. In the future, a lightweight model and execution efficiency
will be further researched to further improve the proposed method.
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